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The Outlander season 6 has come to an end,
but the road to the final season hasn't been
an easy ride. The season started with Jamie
and Claire learning to coexist in their new,
different lives. Jamie decided that he would
move on and live without her, so he started
sleeping with other women, and she began
to live with the child she gave birth to after

the loss of Frank. In the end, it was
established that Jamie and Claire would end
up together in the final season and that they

would get married and live together after
Claire finds out that she is pregnant with

Jamie's child. In addition to making fans love
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the couple even more, the episode also
created a very memorable image of Claire

giving birth to Frank's child, and also opened
many new doors and situations that we have
to witness at the end of the story. Episodes 7
and 8 of Outlander season 6 are expected to
air in the middle of 2019, which means that

the Outlander fans will be anxiously awaiting
these episodes. Season 6 was spent in a

relatively calm period for the characters of
Outlander. Most of the episodes focused on
personal relationships and revealed some

very interesting facts about some very
important characters. The episode's that
were about relationships were especially

delightful to watch. Relationships are great,
but there's no one thing that TV shows love
more than to show us drama in the form of
sexual tension. The Outlander episodes that

show characters struggling with their
feelings for each other are all excellent, and

the touch of romance in the Outlander
season 6 episodes are very touching. As we
move closer to the final episode, will things
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be resolved? Who knows. All we do know is
that next week's episode promises to be a

good one.
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He produced the music for the episode, and
McCrearys wife, singer Raya Yarbrough, sang

the Outlander theme song. I originally
intended to feature an instrumental Main
Title. Ive actually never composed a Main

Title theme that featured lyrics before,
McCreary wrote on his blog. I decided to

bring Raya in to see how this melody would
sound with lyrics. Immediately, I could tell
her uniquely timeless vocal quality would

bring something special to Outlander.
McCrearys wife, singer Raya Yarbrough, sang

the Outlander theme song. I originally
intended to feature an instrumental Main
Title. Ive actually never composed a Main

Title theme that featured lyrics before,
McCreary wrote on his blog. He produced the
music for the episode, and McCrearys wife,
singer Raya Yarbrough, sang the Outlander
theme song. I originally intended to feature

an instrumental Main Title. Ive actually never
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composed a Main Title theme that featured
lyrics before, McCreary wrote on his blog.
The Sky Boat Song fits Outlander so well
because its about Bonnie Prince Charlies

escape to the Scottish Isle of Skye after he
and his supporters, called Jacobites, were
defeated at the Battle of Culloden. As the

events leading up to the battle are the main
focus of Outlanders first two seasons, the
song was the absolute right choice. Ive

always adored this piece, and felt its well-
known lyrical connection to the Jacobite

Uprising would make it appropriate for this
show, McCreary wrote on his blog.
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